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On 1 January, France will hold the 
Presidency of the Council of the 
European Union for six months. 
The responsibility of carrying 
out projects and creating laws 
for Europe is first and foremost 
something we are proud to do. 
We are proud to say: “we act as 
Europeans”.

Emmanuel Macron
President of the French Republic
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 Foreword

Faced with the immense challenges of the global pandemic, the 
brutalization of the world and the environmental crisis, it is now more 
essential than ever to open our eyes to the strength and value of the 
solidarity that unites Europe.

This solidarity must help us pave the way for the recovery. It must help 
us assert the strength that Europe embodies. It must bolster the sense of 
belonging to one history and one project, a feeling our 450 million fellow 
European citizens need in order to continue fostering, together, the 
model of progress and humanism that we share.

These three dimensions are priorities for the French Presidency of the 
Council of the European Union in the first half of 2022. We are working 
to put them into practice, fighting, alongside our partners, all our fellow 
EU Member States, the battles of sovereignty that we need to continue 
to choose for ourselves and make our own voice heard over the turmoil 
of the 21st century. The battle of restoring Europe’s industrial and 
technological power. The battle of digital regulation, with the Digital 
Markets Act (DMA) and Digital Services Act (DSA). And the battle of the 
environment, with the EU’s Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism.

We also want this Presidency to help better embody these ties that 
are crucial to our future. That is the aim of the fine project, L’Étoffe de 
l’Europe, that you will discover in the coming pages, of which I would 
like to thank the designers, as well as the Institut Français which has 
supported the project. And that is also why, both within the EU and 
throughout the world, our cultural and soft power network is also 
focused on the French Presidency of the Council of the EU. If, as Jean 
Monnet regretted, Europe did not “start with culture”, it is clear that 
today, it cannot fully assert itself without giving a leading role to artists, 
intellectuals and creators. That is one of our priorities.

by Jean-Yves Le Drian
French Minister for Europe and Foreign Affairs
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On 1 January 2022, France will take up the presidency of the Council 
of the European Union for six months. For the occasion, the Council 
buildings Europa and Justus Lipsius will house the installation L’Étoffe 
de l’Europe, a creation by the architects and scenographers at Ateliers 
Adeline Rispal, in partnership with the design and graphic design agency 
Si | Studio irresistible and the lighting design agency Les Éclaireurs.
 Unique creations will enter into a dialogue with pieces from the 
collections of the Mobilier national such as works from designers Philippe 
Nigro, Ligne Roset, Olivier Gagnère and Maximum.

L’Étoffe de l’Europe celebrates the strength and creativity of Europe 
and of the Europeans that form it and weave it together every day. A 
common thread running through all of the interior, graphic and artistic 
design elements displayed, weaving embodies the strength gained from 
bringing everyone together around a shared project.

An ambitious metaphor for a Europe that places people at its centre, 
the project embodies the French Presidency’s priorities for culture: the 
passing on of knowledge and of the taste for practising a craft to new 
generations, and strong support for innovation and digital creation and 
those who move it forward.

Over the course of the French Presidency, over 150 events will be held 
in France and elsewhere in Europe, offering as many as possible the 
chance to discover the diversity and effervescence of European culture. 
Key artistic events will also provide an opportunity to expand our fellow 
citizens’ knowledge of what the European Union does in the field of 
culture and beyond.

Just as William Shakespeare wrote, “we are all made of dreams”. I wish for 
a Europe where the dream of a space for citizens and a shared culture 
can be made reality, a Europe that values diversity and a Europe defined 
by a strong, inclusive recovery.

 Foreword

by Roselyne Bachelot-Narquin
French Minister of Culture
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For the six months of France’s Presidency of the Council of the European 
Union, we will defend an ambitious European agenda for the ecological 
transition, the digital sector, defence and social justice. France is also keen 
to defend an ambitious programme to strengthen ties between Europeans, 
serving that which forms, deep down, our common sense of belonging.

The design concepts for the Council buildings, Justus Lipsius and Europa, 
aim to reflect the human-centred and inclusive Europe we promote. The 
work chosen by the French Presidency, L’Étoffe de l’Europe, symbolizes 
the ties woven between Europeans. Its creation was overseen by the 
General Secretariat of the French Presidency of the Council of the EU, with 
invaluable support from the Institut Français.

I welcome the opportunity represented by the French Presidency to 
highlight French expertise, the quality of our craftsmanship, and the 
commitment of our artists and their European outreach. I also welcome 
this opportunity to showcase the collections of the French Mobilier 
National through the design concepts for the Council buildings, to reflect 
the contribution of French decorative arts to European heritage: a precious 
legacy to foster and pass on. We have a six-month window to exhibit 
the wealth of creativity of French designers. We also have the honour of 
presenting the works of six young French artists in the Council’s building, 
and four at the Brussels seat of the European Parliament, to highlight the 
young talent on the European artistic scene, which also has its roots in 
Brussels.

I am convinced that no political project can take root and endure without 
a common sense of belonging. In a period marked by great uncertainty, 
resurgent populism and citizens’ growing mistrust of institutions, 
showcasing the culture that unites us is no luxury and no whim. It is the 
essential condition if we are to spur on the European project anew.

I hope these design concepts will offer a conducive setting for fruitful, 
constructive dialogue, where the Europe of tomorrow is woven.

Photo: © Judith Litvine - MEAE

 Foreword

by Clément Beaune 
Minister of State for European Affairs, attached to the Minister 

for Europe and Foreign Affairs
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The commitment of the Institut Français to furthering the 
European project

For the first six months of 2022, during the French Presidency of the 
Council of the European Union, the Institut Français is dedicated to 
carrying out an ambitious programme that promotes our European 
identity and citizenship through cultural projects.

Beginning on 27 January 2022, the Night of Ideas will launch debates 
and dialogues on the theme of (Re)building Together.
The major Nights of Ideas will take place namely in Rome, Sofia, 
Llubjana, Madrid, Lisbon, Prague, Berlin and Bucharest as well as many 
other EU cities.

Over the course of the six months of the French Presidency, Europeans 
will be invited to take part in the Café Europa 2022 debates on the 
freedom of the press, which will take place under France’s initiative 
in the other 26 EU Member States. Projects will be initiated by French 
representations in the EU on the theme of “Creativity the European 
way”, including exhibitions, meetings, and debates that will shine 
the spotlight on highly current European issues such as sustainable 
development, promoting multilingualism and issues surrounding 
inclusion and gender equality.

The France-Portugal Season 2022 beginning on 12 February will also 
comprise a strong European dimension namely through two forums 
to highlight and share practices, actions and commitments that have 
proved their positive impact on the ocean on the one hand and gender 
equality on the other hand.

Linguistic diversity is also an important part of Europe’s cultural 
diversity. In March, the Institut Français will ask the Instituts Français 
and Alliances Françaises throughout the European Union to take part 
in a communication campaign promoting multilingualism, which will 
encourage Europeans to learn at least two foreign languages.

The Institut Français is also very proud to have been able to work 
alongside the French authorities on the ambitious programme for the 
design concept of the buildings of the Council of the EU in Brussels, 
entitled L’Étoffe de l’Europe.
 A collaborative work developed using the colours of the European 
nations, L’Étoffe de l’Europe reflects the strength of a group of 447 
million citizens, who for 70 years have managed to patiently weave 
a distinct identity which today can be seen by the world; it creates 
closer ties for the recovery built together by the 27 EU countries and 
embodies their cultural diversity.
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General Introduction

As of 1 January 2022, France will hold the presidency of the 
Council of the European Union for six months. As called for by 
Emmanuel Macron, this French Presidency is built around the 
key words: “recovery, strength and a sense of belonging”.

It responds to the need to bring forth a richly diverse 
shared identity and to make the most of its full potential, 
in particular in relation to the environmental and digital 
transitions. It is based on these shared challenges that the 
design concept was created for the Justus Lipsius and Europa 
buildings of the seat of the Council of the European Union in 
Brussels.

Like the majority of the projects that will be unveiled 
throughout this presidency across the EU, highlighting the 
immense creative capacity of its 27 Member States, L’Étoffe de 
l’Europe™ seeks to showcase French creativity and expertise in 
several areas, both artistic and technical.
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L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM  – Installation in the Atrium of Justus Lipsius
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal  & Si | Studio irresistible
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L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ will provide the design concept for the two 
buildings of the Council of the European Union (which feature a different 
design installation during each rotating presidency) throughout the 
French Presidency. This project was proposed by the architecture and 
scenography studio Ateliers Adeline Rispal, together with the graphic 
design agency Si | Studio irresistible and lighting design by Les Éclaireurs, 
who were chosen following a call for proposals and an architectural and 
scenographic design competition.

At the heart of this project is a highly symbolic “data design” creation 
freely inspired by the ambitions and challenges of which the French 
Presidency seeks to raise awareness in Europe.

L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ is the material woven together by the European 
nations, using the 37 colours from the 27 flags of the EU Member States. 
It symbolises the sense of belonging of the European Union’s 450 million 
citizens while expressing the diversity of their cultures: together they 
are the weavers of a joint work. It embodies a Europe formed by the 
interweaving of ties, relations between nations, flows of people and 
goods, and data and information exchange networks both within Europe 
and with the rest of the world.

Designed to set an example when it comes to cost, consumption of 
raw materials and energy, recycling and short supply chains, L’Étoffe 
de l’Europe™ will take several textile, digital and artistic forms across 
seven designated spaces within the Justus Lipsius and Europa buildings, 
including halls, reception areas, lifts, hallways and offices. It will notably 
feature a monumental 650 m² textile installation in the Atrium of the 
Justus Lipsius building and a 16 metre-long “data-weaving” installation in 
the Europa building forum.

It draws on technical excellence for the installations set up in the spaces 
while also showcasing French artistic creation in several fields, such as:

• Aour Europe, a work of digital and audio art by Jacques Perconte, a 
prominent figure in the digital art scene, conceived as a work of digital 
weaving made from European natural landscapes and combining work 
displayed on a screen and photographic prints.

• Intersection(s), a series of woven screens made out of industrial waste 
by textile artist Jeanne Goutelle, illustrates the revival of textile arts, 
particularly tapestry, which stands at the crossroads of art, craft and 
design and has an architectural dimension.

Lastly, the project also offers a European showcase for the work of young 
French artists, through:

• The exhibition Décors et paysages (Decor and Landscapes), curated 
by Lola Meotti, featuring six talented Brussels-based artists from the 
emerging French art scene – Léa Belooussovitch, Jérôme Bonvalot, 
Vincent Chenut, Loup Lejeune, Élise Peroi and Lucien Roux. 

• The Hémicycle furniture range by designer Philippe Nigro, in 
partnership with the Mobilier national.
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Data Weaving at the Heart of the Project

Weaving is the common thread of 
the scenographic design, graphic 
and artistic contributions to 
L’Étoffe de l’Europe™. It expresses 
flexibility, patience, and agility 
to contrast with the architectural 
rigidity and power of the Justus 
Lipsius building. In material form, 
it incarnates the collective in its 
force of proposition and action. 
Its textile-inspired concept 
evokes the industry and the 
incredible innovative capacity 
of the sector that is a key factor 
in the environmental challenges 
faced by the countries of the 
European Union.

From this visually complex data-
weaving, a pattern arises that 
is evolving, dazzling and joyful, 
in which everyone can see 
themselves. Like a guiding thread, 
the thematic concept is displayed 
on different scales and is 
expressed through various artistic 
forms throughout the spaces it 
occupies.

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM – iTM –– Forum Europa: data-weaving installation
representing the history of the EU

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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The concept of L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM was developed by crossing ribbons 
in the same way that warp and weft threads are crossed over and under 
each other on a loom. The coloured ribbons were made from the 37 
Pantone colours taken from the 27 flags of the EU Member States. Each 
flag generated a geometrically-coloured ribbon.

Each ribbon, freely and artistically interpreted at the start, underwent 
diplomatic validation with all the Member State embassies in France as 
the project advanced. Some States already had an official ribbon while 
others did not, making this an opportunity to create the ribbons where 
lacking.

The principle of the data-weaving is the following:

• The warp threads are the ribbons of countries that were part of Europe 
since 1957, which is why there are only six at that point and the weav-
ing grows larger as time progresses up to the year 2022 and beyond. 
This also explains why Great Britain’s ribbon stops in 2019.

• The weft threads are also the same ribbons: they alternate every six 
months according to the Member State holding the Presidency of the 
Council of the EU.

 
This concept is the project’s main theme. It is expressed through 
different variations to fit the spaces in which it is installed, on various 
scales and using various materials.

→ Accordingly, the installation in the Atrium of the Justus Lipsius is 
spectacular and monumental. Two large wings printed on material 
resembling non-woven textile are made up of 10 widths that border 
the main central walkway into the building. They cover about 650 m2 
and rise up to a height of 4 m, with the aid of a mechanism that can be 
installed and dismantled in an hour (due to the constraint of requiring 

installation and take-down six times in six months). The wings are subtly 
raised above the ground to symbolise flight and slightly vibrate with the 
movement of the walkers-by.

The wings are made from an eco-friendly material that can be fully 
recycled after dismantling, compressed and then used as a new base 
material by furniture manufacturers.

→ A variant of the pattern on a different scale is used to line the interior 
of two sets of six elevator cabins. This is the first time a design project for 
the Council of the EU has occupied this kind of space. A different look is 
achieved in each elevator cabin through changing the placement of the 
material and making use of the mirrors inside the elevators.   

→ Lastly, the data-weaving design is fully displayed in the large 16 metre-
long mural installation in the Forum of the Europa building. A written 
statement explains its historical interpretation. The installation is backlit 
with a motion sensor to detect viewers’ presence.

This is the same concept that inspired the screen creations Intersection(s) 
by Jeanne Goutelle as well as the digital work by Jacques Perconte, Aour 
Europe, which speaks of the nature of European landscapes and the 
digital transition. Textile weaving and data weaving are not far removed!

The same goes for the more subtle motifs of the window coverings in the 
offices. They resume the theme of weaving European and French ribbons 
together.
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Research and development of the overall concept and 
creation of the weaving, step by step: L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM 
and the weaving of European nations

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM Europe brings together the colours of Europe, as the 
warp threads of nations intersect and punctuate the weft threads of Presidencies.

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM 
A work of art born from real data-weaving representing the 
construction of the European Union and the governance of 
the Council of the European Union
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Themes and variations
A pattern with infinite variations: different spaces, 
different scales and different materials

11

 L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM on different scales
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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Different artistic mediums and methods for each of the seven 
spaces of the Justus Lipsius and Europa buildings provide a 
cadence to the flow of visitors

A graphic monumental work for the large atrium
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible

A digital work for the reception hall
© Jacques Perconte

13

An immersive kinetic work for the elevators
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible

A woven work for the lounges of the presidency
© Jeanne Goutelle atelier
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The Concept Behind 
de L’Étoffe de l’Europe™

Since its creation, men and women have 
patiently woven the mesh of an institutional 
Europe: initially economic when founded 
by six States, then political according to 
the countries that progressively joined it. 
Today, while Europe’s strength is undeniable, 
its values and common goals must still be 
reaffirmed, since it is well known that for any 
great cause, nothing can be taken for granted. 
 
Its strength already lies – and in the future 
will lie all the more – in this extraordinary 
collective and collaborative work that is 
continually woven and adjusted by the 27 
Member States. 
 
It is precisely this collective strength, and the 
relentless weaving of a common dynamic 
that is revitalising Europe in the global health, 
political and economic context, that Ateliers 
Adeline Rispal and Si | Studio irresistible aim 
to render visible throughout the seven spaces 
in the Justus Lipsius and Europa buildings.

A shared work to weave the Europe 
of tomorrow
A multifaceted project conceived
by Ateliers Adeline Rispal 
& Si | Studio irresistible

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM – monumental installation in the Justus Lipsius Atrium
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM, a monumental installation. The 
expression of the French Presidency in three key words

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM – Justus Lipsius Atrium installation
© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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L’Étoffe de l’Europe™, a monumental installation that 
embodies the powerful collective impetus driving Europe 
forward
The project harmonises with the architectural language of the two 
buildings, Justus Lipsius and Europa, in which it takes shape. It captures 
the force of each of the various spaces, makes use of its best qualities 
and overcomes its constraints to temporarily transform the spaces into 
settings that make an impact on their users as well as the media.

L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ expresses the general concept behind the project; 
it is the guiding theme that is explored in various forms and on different 
scales through the spaces in question.

This fabric reflects the strength and creativity of the 27 countries that 
make up the European Union. It highlights the same sense of belonging of 
its citizens as well as the close ties between the nations in the European 
recovery.

The concept of weaving and the metaphor of fabric evoke exactly the 
two major challenges, the digital and ecological transitions that the 
French Presidency of the Council of the European Union will prioritise.

Given the fact that the programming of patterns of Jacquard fabric, a 
French speciality, inspired the predecessor of the computer, textiles and 
digital technology are but a step away. The project features a prominent 
digital focus, as much on technology as on the environment. Poetic 
digital landscapes are woven from European natural landscapes in the 
work of Jacques Perconte, a pioneer of digital art.

In addition, the choice of an interior and graphic design creation based 
on the concept of fabric allowed for stringent requirements to be set 
on both a technical and environmental level, while preserving a budget 
dedicated to promoting French emerging artists.

Lastly, with regard to furniture design, the choice was made to offer a 
European showcase to leading French designers whose creations engage 
in dialogue, according to each space, with the digital creations for some, 
or with the screens that are the medium of the artistic textile work of 
Jeanne Goutelle for others.

Above and previous page: two artist previews. The original digital work created for L’Étoffe de 
l’EuropeTM  will be unveiled to the public on 10 January 2022

© Jacques Perconte / Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible

Vers les ascenseurs

Plan et élévations

Elévation sur l’œuvre vidéo 

écran LED.
déclenchement sur horloge,

créée par Jacques Perconte

Accrochage mural 
d’une sélection 

Jacques Perconte sur 
fond controlé teinté 
bleu

mobilier de confort,
composition de rérences 
prises dans la gamme 
Gravêne

revêtement de sol type moquette,   
bordure périphérique façon tapis

habillage des poteaux 
latéraux par adhésifs 
temporaire teintés bleu
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L’Étoffe de l’Europe TM – - Presidency rooms in the Justus Lipsius and Europa buildings: Intersection(s) line of
screens by textile artist Jeanne Goutelle

Offices: window covering weaving the colours of the French and European flags, 
signature of the French Presidency 

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
 

Printed temporary adhesive decor for the 12 lifts; composition based on the woven 
pattern of existing decor elements 

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal & Si | Studio irresistible
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Ateliers Adeline Rispal - Paris is a practice 
specialised in architecture and scenography for 
projects whose development is at the
intersection of economic, social, environmental, 
territorial and cultural dimensions.

Its unique approach to a project, whether public or 
private, consists of broadening the ordinary fields 
of investigation for design projects by embracing 
numerous other practices and disciplines in order 
to foster interactions and innovation, which create 
original solutions that respect the spirit of a place or 
site as well as the client’s goals.

To do so, the team is experienced in practicing a 
collaborative design approach that Ateliers Adeline 
Rispal maintains through a vibrant network of 
partners and specialised consultants (historians, 
philosophers, museologists, scientists, engineers, 
curators, economists, designers, multimedia 
specialists, graphic designers, communicators, artists 
and more) at a European and international level.

“Scenography is the art of fostering interaction 
between Humans and the work of Humans and 
Nature.”

www.adelinerispal.com

Si | Studio irresistible (graphic production) is a visual 
communication consultancy agency specialised 
in cultural, ethical and sustainable development-
oriented projects.
Nicolas Jacquette, Jérôme Liniger & Chloé Verlhac

The studio is built on a long-standing collaboration 
that developed between Nicolas Jacquette and 
Jérôme Liniger, who were joined by Chloé Verlhac in 

The Group of Studios Behind L’Étoffe de l’Europe™

2020. Since 2006, after inviting one another to work 
on their independent projects, it soon became clear 
they were meant to work together. In September 
2009, Studio irresistible was born, to make this 
partnership of creative expertise all the more 
productive.

The studio’s French-Swiss identity they thus formed 
is one of its great assets. The rich artistic and design 
heritage of France and Switzerland meet in concepts 
that combine Swiss rigour and the “French touch”, 
leading to a graphic musicality with the best of 
following the score and jamming! All this is lent to 
promoting the identity and image of their projects.

In 2017, they were joined by Chloé Verlhac in 
founding the first Press & Cartooning Global Forum, 
an annual gathering whose first 3-year cycle has 
been a success.

www.studio-irresistible.com

Les éclaireurs is a lighting design studio that stands 
out for its artistic and technical approach. 

It offers solid experience in designing contemporary 
lighting to enhance public spaces where image is 
a major concern, as well as urban complexes and 
public parks.

The studio is known for its scenographic approach to 
space, creating pleasant urban strolls, making spaces 
understandable, exploring the city’s relationship to 
time and its uses to better support its evolution.

www.leseclaireurs.net

Lighting the Project

http://www.adelinerispal.com
http://www.studio-irresistible.com 
http://www.leseclaireurs.net
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ADELINE RISPAL 

Architect and Scenographer
Director of Ateliers Adeline Rispal
 

Adeline Rispal has over 30 years of 
experience in cultural and heritage 
projects, museum architecture and 
exhibition, commercial and regional 
scenography in France and abroad.
In 1982, she caught the attention of 
Jean Nouvel who put her to work 
in his team on an architectural and 
exhibition design project for the Arab 
World Institute (IMA) in Paris.
In 1990, she cofounded the practice 
Repérages with Jean-Jacques 

Raynaud, Louis Tournoux and Jean-Michel Laterrade, and then in 2010 
founded Studio Adeline Rispal which became Ateliers Adeline Rispal in 
2020. It specialises in designing cultural and heritage projects in France and 
abroad.

Her expertise lies in artistic direction and managing multidisciplinary team 
projects to promote a comprehensive approach, from studying clients’ 
concerns to architectural, museographical and scenographic design, 
thereby ensuring a project’s functionality and coherence with its site.
She regularly publishes works and participates in numerous conferences 
and workshops that question our perception of architecture and the 
perceptible mediation through space and signs in particular in the fields 
of urban development and planning and in the cultural, retail and services 
sectors.

In 2013, Adeline Rispal started the blog invisibl.eu, open to the 
contributions of fellow exhibition design professionals and enthusiasts.
In 2015, she was elected to the French Architectural Academy and brought 
scenography with her.
In 2018, she began a project to bring together exhibition 
professionals, which was launched in June 2019. XPO 
Federation of Exhibition Designers, over which she still 
presides, comprises seven associations.

The four creators of  L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM

MARC HIVERNAT

Cultural Engineer
Development Director at Ateliers 
Adeline Rispal

With both his creative nature and 
flair for management, Marc Hivernat 
is passionate about culture in all the 
ways it can be expressed. He has 
a Master’s degree from the Essec 
business school and a Master’s 
in the management in cultural 
organisations, and 30 years of 
experience in sectors as diverse as 
performing arts, historic and cultural 
heritage, artistic collections,

publishing, the digital sectors, merchandising derivative products, 
organising exhibitions and events, and more.

He notably gained extensive experience in executing high added-value 
cultural projects during his time as project manager at Faits & Villes, the 
cultural engineering agency of the Caisse des Dépôts group; as managing 
partner at Rhizomes, an agency specialised in promoting cultural content 
for brands; and as the head director of the Lafayette Foundation.

Whether from a strategic, marketing or communication viewpoint, his 
know-how is understanding culture as a lever for economic, social and 
environmental development.

Marc Hivernat joined Ateliers Adeline Rispal in 2018 as the director 
of development to grow the studio’s strategic approach and design 
management and is thus involved in the design phase of all its projects.
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JÉRÔME LINIGER

Designer
Co-Director - Si | Studio irresistible

Together with N. Jacquette and 
Chloé Verlhac, Jérôme Liniger has 
led Studio irresistible in Paris since 
2009. He is skilled at cultural and 
diplomatic communication.

His experience as a visual artist, 
international design culture and 
heritage of Swiss graphism are the 
reason Jerome now leads
projects of identity design. He also 

leads curatorial projects for exhibitions for institutions and foundations, 
is picked for scenographic projects and creates on-the-spot large-scale 
pictorial works for prestigious events.

This visual artist and designer graduated from the French National Fine 
Arts School in Paris, under the guidance of Professors Ouanès Amor 
and Claude Viallat. He previously studied at the Swiss Beaux-Arts de 
Neuchâtel and Ateliers de Saint Prex, as well as in Japan, studying the 
Shi-Mei-Kai school of Nihon-Ga in Tokyo. He has exhibited his work in 
Switzerland, France, England and China and collaborated with numerous 
artists. He was one of the founders of The Meeting Point Project Paris - 
New-York and Formats. His expertise in the creation process led Jérôme 
Liniger to teach Spatial Design and Experience Design at the graduate 
level and to work in educational engineering alongside the artist J. 
Perconte and researcher and professor A. Masure, PhD.

Following the 2017 curatorial project La Presse en Liberté (under the 
patronage of UNESCO), he co-founded the Press & Cartooning Global 
Forum for press cartoons and freedom of expression. Together with 
N. Jacquette, he won the 2021 Gérard Vandenbroucke Prize for his 
promotion of press cartoons throughout the world. He is an Officer of 
the Confrérie des Compagnons de Gutenberg in Paris.

NICOLAS JACQUETTE

Designer
Co-Director - Si | Studio irresistible

Together with J. Liniger et Chloé 
Verlhac, he has, since 2009, directed 
the Agence Si in Paris. He is an expert 
in digital communication, data 
visualisation and in projects related 
to research and science.

He supports and advises business 
and institutions particularly in terms 
of ecological transition and RSE. He 
was an official observer at the COP24 

and works with leading international actors on issues of climate change 
and sustainable development initiatives.

His background includes studies in Applied Arts and Interior 
Architecture at Caen, followed by studies in graphic arts and multimedia 
at the IESA Arts and Culture school in Paris. Since 2017, he has worked 
as a consultant for state services, in particular the MIVILUDES, and for 
NGOs on the links between mental manipulation and communication. 
For his research on questions of human rights and freedom of expression, 
he is pursuing a law degree at the Sorbonne University in Paris.

Since 2011, he has been a part of the international collective of visual 
artists, The Meeting Point Project, exhibited in Paris, New York and 
Beijing. He has pursued his work in photography with the collective 
Formats, in collaboration with the choreographer A. Roques, since 2017.

Nicolas Jacquette is a co-founder of the Cartooning Global Forum, 
an international gathering on the ties between press cartoons and 
democracy. Alongside J. Liniger, he won the 2021 Gérard Vandenbroucke 
Prize for his work in promoting
press cartoons throughout the world and defending freedom of 
expression.
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Challenges to Meet: Technical constraints 
and environmental concerns

• Architectural and Functional Constraints

• Security Requirements

• Environmental Responsibility

As with any scenographic design project, L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ had to 
take into account the site’s constraints, both on an architectural level 
(such as the high ceiling height under the glass roof and the need to 
design a self-supporting, modular and movable structure) and on a 
functional level (installation time, schedule, security). All this had to 
be taken into account in all the spaces, and in particular in the Atrium, 
a space used for specific events that serves as a press room during 
European Council meetings, and requires the creations to be moved and 
temporarily stored.

L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ also meets the specific safety requirements of an 
official building (such as leaving the central strip of the Atrium free to 
allow firefighters access) or concerning previous scenographic design 
elements that have remained in place.

The project notably had to meet two imperatives:

• Its delivery and on-site installation had to take place in three days, the 
4, 5 and 6 January 2022, only between 9 am and 5 pm.

• The installation in the Atrium must be able to be taken town and re-in-
stalled in one day, which is expected 
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The project is also exemplary in terms of its environmental approach, in 
keeping with the French Presidency’s political ambition. The project’s 
eco-design approach led to the pursuit of responsible solutions on all 
levels: Seeking out the most simple and economical techniques

• Seeking out the most sober and least expensive techniques.

• Carrying out work with limited disturbances (dust, noise, odours, clean-
liness of the work site and its surroundings, etc.)

• Seeking out solutions with low consumption of raw materials, using 
100% recyclable materials and/or incorporating their own recycling; for 
example, using the sheets of fabric in the Atrium to later create a new 
material

• Reducing greenhouse gas emissions: an effort to work towards carbon 
neutrality in all activities related to the work site (transport, storage, 
energy efficiency, etc.), for example:

→ The structures supporting the sheets of fabric will be rented in 
Belgium to avoid purchasing them and stored during the six times 
the installation will be taken down and reassembled to minimise 
transport.

→ The non-woven textiles will be printed in Belgium by an 
ecologically responsible company.

→ The furniture and screens will be transported together.
→ The use of light-weight materials (the 650 m2 of fabric only weigh 

60 kg) and products that can be taken apart will reduce transport 
needs.

→ Packaging and transport materials will be recycled.
→ Waste from the work site will be reduced.
→ A low-impact work site will be ensured through the prefabrication 

of components and lack of paint on-site.

• Motion detectors and timers will limit energy consumption for digital 
and lighting elements, and low-voltage lighting will also lead to addi-
tional energy savings

• Etc.

Technical supports for setting up and taking down the installation
L’Étoffe de l’Europe TM – Justus Lipsius Atrium installation

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal 

Elements of l’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM

Technical support of the monumental installation in the 
Justus Lipsius Atrium
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Creation of original works by Jacques Perconte and Jeanne 
Goutelle inspired by the concept of L’ Étoffe de l’EuropeTM

Two French guest artists

Aour Europe
by Jacques Perconte

French artist and pioneer of digital art in France, Jacques Perconte 
was enlisted to produce a creative and dynamic concept that would 
symbolise the French Presidency of the Council of the European Union. 
This monumental work of his was then installed in the reception areas of 
the Justus Lipsius building.
This work is a major component of the L’Étoffe de l’Europe™ and one 
that stays true to the spirit of the project. It is a living work woven from 
both moving images depicting the emotional topography of the artist 
and images of European landscapes filmed during his travels. An ode to 
his inner landscapes, Jacques Perconte designed this new work as a piece 
of digital goldsmithery, which he entitled Aour Europe. Evocative of the 
French words for gold (or) and love (amour), Aour “represents gold, love 
and light”, the artist explains. Exploring questions concerning the green 
and digital transitions in motion, it contributes to raising awareness of 
the issues surrounding the European recovery.

An approach as original as it is personal
Jacques Perconte seeks to present digital images depicting life in a way 
that transcends the confines of screens. In doing this he hopes to create 
a moment of respite and consciousness through the poetry of these 
images, captured in the movement of the camera and vibrating with 
colour.
“For almost twenty years now, I have been preoccupied with the 
question of my relationship with nature. This exploration was 
pragmatic, even practical, before becoming philosophic and then 
spiritual. I very quickly came to reject exoticism and dedicated myself 
to landscape forms that don’t necessarily hold popular appeal. I have 
more appreciation for the humility of a small, unknown forest than the 
reputation of a well-known one. I have this desire to uncover magic 
everywhere”. 

L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM - Jacques Perconte: digital test for
his work “Aour Europe”, single screen

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal - Alain Dupuy
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To him, despite their omnipresence, images of nature ceaselessly and 
subconsciously remind us of how humans have become separated from 
it. Increased media exposure and information technology only intensifies 
this separation which creates a dissociation between the mind and the 
body. Regularly going to places to which he is particularly attached 
and anchoring his presence there in the nature so important to him, 
he therefore gave himself the mission to “create images that do not 
separate” and to weave the landscape of his Europe.

Creating a work for L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM

The heart of Aour Europe, an artistic and scenographic design project 
created by Jacques Perconte for the Council of the European Union 
under the French Presidency, is a large video piece that resembles a full-
length film. Its format (4 x 5.5 m) and resolution are strictly adapted to 
the format of the screen it is shown on, in the reception areas of the 
Justus Lipsius buildings.
In the same space, eight digital prints (60 x 87 cm) on Hahnemühle paper 
mounted on 2 mm aluminium are exhibited, which are from a specific 
generative piece on which the artist is working. “I have made birds filmed 
in the Netherlands fly in the skies of France, Italy, Germany, Hungary and 
Austria (...).  As with the heart of the video, I worked with gold leaf – this 
is where the yellow tones come from.”
 With no less than six skies, a glacier and the sea, the selection offers all 
of these impressions and evocations of a beautiful and diverse Europe, to 
share and preserve.

The work process 
The first step of Jacques Perconte’s work is the artistic and technical 
study of the constraints for the installation.

The second is the travel, filming and rough assembly. Jacques Perconte 
never knows in advance what he will film. “Improvisation is a large part of 
my work”, he explains. “I stay attentive, that’s where the story begins, and 
after filming I begin my work on the images.” He films in the places that 
made an impression on him these past 17 years, such as Hungary, Italy, 
Germany, France, the Netherlands and Scotland.

The third step is production, the studio phase where the assembly takes 
shape and work begins on the images filmed. The artist brings out his 
unique aesthetic of technical exploration of the digital images. Through 
distorting the processes used to create video compression formats, and 
manipulating the infrastructure of digital files, he reveals a world in which 
technology and nature are not in opposition.

His work stands out for the uniqueness of his perspective, producing a 
wealth of forms that prompt contemplation.
 
“I make dozens and dozens of compressions. It might seem that I exhaust 
the subject, but on the contrary, it is hard to imagine how much it is 
further revealed and strengthened. I am still always surprised by this 
intimacy and by these shots between technology and the world...”

Lastly, the fourth step is delivery and on-site adjustments. The artist 
pays great attention to the resolution of the images and colorimetry. He 
takes care to ensure that the system to display the work (the screen and 
processor) causes none of the richness of the images to be lost.
 His goal is to achieve a homogeneous movement that respects the 
structural contingencies of the images without interfering with them.

Sound is also an important element for the artist. Captured during 
filming, yet disconnected from the rhythm of the shots, the audio 
recordings contribute to the physical experience of the images. They are 
played in the space to create additional elements of immersion.

6 questions for Jacques Perconte

1 . As an internationally-recognised French digital artist, what are your 
sources of inspiration in 2021 and what messages do you convey 
through your work?

 For nearly two decades my attention has been focused on landscapes. 
In questioning my relationship to nature, I question the tools I use to 
produce my images (...). My message is that of presence, of intellectual 
release. I don’t aim to make people think. I seek to open their hearts.

2 . As an independent artist, how did you react when you were invited 
to collaborate on the design project for the Council of the European 
Union under the French Presidency? 

 I was as surprised as I was pleased. I thought to myself that this would 
be a beautiful experience.

 To have the honour of creating a new project in such a context, while 
this strange pandemic period drags on, filled me with energy. I gave 
a lot of thought to what I should put into creating this new piece 
that was to be more than just a showpiece, but a major piece in my 
exploration
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L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM - Jacques Perconte: “Aour Europe”, 2022, 
Print on paper, 60x87 cm

© Ateliers Adeline Rispal - Alain Dupuy
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3 . How does this work in Brussels speak to the issues of the digital and 
green transitions addressed by the French Presidency of the Council 
of the European Union?

 On an initial level, it bears witness to situations characteristic of the 
moment in history in which we are living. 

 Forests are disappearing. Glaciers are melting and mountains 
crumbling. But the attention paid to nature, the conscious economy 
that went into coming up with this project, certainly have a part in 
the change that needs to be undertaken (...). I have a philological 
relationship to technique; I don’t expect computers to calculate and 
give me results, I seek to get around their limitations and do things that 
shouldn’t really work.

4 . ow does your digital work fit into the symbolic and general concept 
of L’Étoffe de l’Europe™, developed by Adeline Rispal and Si | Studio 
irresistible and the project management team?

 The particular work that I do with images is in a physical sense a 
sort of weaving.  The digital images are raster images. I merge them 
together. The infrastructure of my images is structured in blocks that 
determine the colours and shapes. As though carried by the vibrations 
of a weaving loom that propagates the lines of pixels, they intermix 
and progress throughout the landscapes to which they give structure.  
But also for this project, I wanted to bring together the landscapes 
that make up my Europe, the Europe that I see and film, into a single 
structure in which places blend together. As though they were all one 
place.

5 . How does this creation stand out from your previous works?
 It’s the first time that I got away from a geographical unit and 

examined the question of my experience of the landscape on a large 
scale.

6 . In such a project, are the technical or infrastructural constraints an 
obstacle or a lever for your artistic creation? 

 Dans tous mes projets je prends les contraintes comme des In all my 
projects I see constraints as opportunities. 

 Constraints are wrinkles in reality, places where extraordinary things 
can certainly appear. I always think through the needs to a necessary 
maximum, there is always a finely-tuned economy of means.

JACQUES PERCONTE

Biography

Born in 1974 in Grenoble, Jacques 
Perconte lives and works in Paris and 
Rotterdam.

His exploration of internet and video 
information technology in the late 
1990s led him to become the first 
artist to have worked with moving 
images through re-appropriating 
methods of digital compression.

Thanks to his expert manipulation 
and retro-engineering of coding and 

storage technologies, the artist’s creative use of high-tech audiovisual 
processes surpasses the issue of technology and succeeds in transforming 
his landscapes into wonderlands of colour whose success among critics 
and the public continues to grow.

He defines himself as a visual artist whose work essentially focuses on 
landscapes, navigating between cinemas, exhibition spaces and the 
stage. It is the result of continued experimental research.

Jacques Perconte has taken part in numerous documentary and avant-
garde film festivals (MoMa’s Doc Fortnight and Tribeca Film Festival in 
New York, IFFR in Rotterdam, Alchemy in Scotland, Côté Court in France, 
and more) as well as individual and collective exhibitions (Musée Faure, 
Collège des Bernardins, Musée d’Art Moderne André Malraux, Centre 
Pompidou, Abbaye d’Auberive, Shenzhen Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Polytechnic Museum in Moscow, and more). His films have been 
featured in several retrospectives and major monographic programmes 
(Côté Court, 25th Invideo Exhibition in Milan, Silencio Paris, etc.). The 
Cinémathèque Française featured his work for its 2014-2015 avant-garde 
film season under the title “Soleils”.

Photo © Martin Noda 
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Intersection(s) 
By Jeanne Goutelle

As part of the project to outfit the rooms of the Council of the European 
Union for the French Presidency, several creations were commissioned 
from textile artist Jeanne Goutelle. In line with the overall concept 
of L’Étoffe de l’Europe™, the artist designed five screens, composed 
of 18 panels, through an architectural weaving of bands and ribbons 
originating from discarded scraps from the Saint-Étienne textile industry. 
Her woven alcoves, entitled Intersection(s), engage in dialogue with the 
pieces from the Mobilier national.

Woven screens: European ties
The interweaving of bands and ribbons that form Jeanne Goutelle’s 
screens symbolises the interconnections between the different countries 
of the European Union. The screens are created from a self-supporting 
steel structure, which is filled in with a welded wire mesh forming a grid 
of 5 x 5 cm squares. Ribbons and bands are woven through this grid in 
different directions. They are representative, on various scales, of human 
relationships, real and virtual flows and the movement of persons and 
goods.

Colours and materials: all the shades of France
The range of colours used in the selection of ribbons is inspired by the 
colours of the French flag, featuring a variety of blues, whites and reds. 
The collected materials, carefully selected, are composed of cotton and 
polyester creating a contrast of glossy and matte textures.
 All of the raw textile materials are fire retardant to meet the M1 French 
standard for fire resistance.

Contemporary tapestry: a warm atmosphere
Displayed on the walls, the textile works of Jeanne Goutelle offer the 
advantage of improving the acoustics of the spaces in which they are 
installed while creating a warmer, more intimate atmosphere. The 
work of woven wall hangings is part of the renaissance of textile arts 
and particularly the art of tapestry, paying homage to the savoir-faire 
developed in the tapestries of Aubusson, used at the time for their 
insulating properties.

Light: playing with transparency
Backlit in front of windows or pierced by lighting, the weave of the 
screens reveals shadows through the empty and filled spaces created by 
the interwoven patterns. These combinations of light reach floors, walls 
and ceilings to paint them in luminous patterns.

Weaving in progress for the Intersection(s) screens by 
Jeanne Goutelle in her Saint-Étienne studio  

© Anthony Milan

Local savoir-faire: passementerie, the art of trimmings
The 18 panels that make up the five screens are each different and 
entirely created by hand, in France in the city of Saint-Étienne. The 
technique of weaving is used to highlight the textile expertise developed 
through the tradition of passementerie, the art of making decorative 
trimmings, in the Saint-Étienne region. The narrow fabric manufacturing 
industry still remains active in Saint-Étienne today. Its activity in this 
sector is continually developed to adapt to market demands.

Responsible production: reusing remnants from textile production
The screens are created from remnants produced by the Saint-Étienne 
based textile manufacturer SATAB (a long-time industrial partner of 
Jeanne Goutelle). They therefore require no unnecessary travel or 
producing materials, and can be kept after the end of the French 
Presidency. These different aspects make it a sustainable creation and 
reflect the artist’s responsible commitment.
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Weaving in progress for the Intersection(s) screens by 
Jeanne Goutelle in her Saint-Étienne studi

© Anthony Milan

5 questions for Jeanne Goutelle

1 . How did you become a textile artist, and what does that mean in 
2021?

 I grew up in a creative environment, with a paternal grandmother 
who worked in fashion, a maternal grandfather who ran a weaving 
business and parents who were architects. I think that my path is a sort 
of synthesis of the professional backgrounds of the people closest to 
me. I knew very early on that I wanted to work in textile creation and I 
chose the Applied Arts course of study in secondary school to pursue 
that (...). In 2017, I created my project under the identity that I embrace 
today, which is anchored in the reuse of textile materials known as 
textile scraps or idle inventory. Today, I design all my projects with an 
upcycling approach to give new life to discarded materials in the most 
beautiful way possible.

2 . What are your sources of inspiration in light of the current green 
transition?

 I find my sources of inspiration in art in general, in nature and often 
in old handbooks on handcrafting techniques. Colour also holds great 
importance and in this case, nature as well as painting can become 
starting points for my creations. My primary source of inspiration, 
however, remains the mine of materials and unused inventory that I 
find through my suppliers and clients.

3 . How did you find yourself collaborating on the design project for the 
French Presidency of the Council of the European Union? What moti-
vated you for this project?

 When the project for the Council of the European Union came up and 
she contacted me to work together to build what could be a metaphor 
between textiles and Europe, I immediately embraced the opportunity 
to be able to talk about textiles in a new way, in particular the craftsman-
ship, reuse of materials and industry as a whole.

4 . How do the screens that you’re creating for the rooms of the French 
Presidency of the Council of the European Union reflect the overall 
design concept and how do they fit into the symbolism of L’Étoffe de 
l’EuropeTM ? 

 The design project by Adeline Rispal and Si | Studio irresistible was imag-
ined from the start in the form of a woven fabric grid pattern, a meta-
phor for European networks (...).

  My proposition of weaving screens scaled to the architecture highlights 
the strong symbolism of European networks, human relationships, move-
ments and interconnections.
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  The handcraftsmanship and artisanal techniques echo the diversity of 
faces and expertise in France. All the interweaving techniques used mark 
the different trajectories, gatherings, convergences and contrasts of our 
regions. The colour scheme of blues, whites and reds reflects the shades 
of France (...). The screens also meet the aim of creating a warmer atmo-
sphere in the presidential rooms and discussion areas.

5 . How does this work stand out from your previous ones?
 This work was entirely designed and created within a radius of twenty 

kilometres from my studio to show that it is possible to find highly spe-
cialised expertise locally, in France and in a sector that is far too often 
considered a part of the past.

Ongoing weaving of the Intersection(s) screens Goutelle in her workshop in Saint-Étienne
© Anthony Milan

 From the creation and painting of the metallic structures, to the supply 
of raw textile materials collected from a leading narrow fabric manufac-
turer and fireproofing, everything was done locally. Even our couriers, 
whenever possible, made deliveries by bicycle with our ribbons in their 
trailers.

  The project was thought out to minimise its impact as much as possible. 
This work is the fruit of the overall consideration I’ve given for several 
years now to making my approach as ethical as possible. I believe that 
aesthetic impact can support a responsible approach. In this work, I had 
the opportunity to bring together all the elements to show – and this is a 
first step taken by my studio – that creation must also shoulder its re-
sponsibilities in the world today.
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JEANNE GOUTELLE

Biography

After training in tapestry at the 
Duperré School of Applied Arts, 
Jeanne Goutelle worked in the 
world of design and decoration, 
accumulating professional experience 
in India, Brazil and England. In 2017, 
she finally settled in Saint-Étienne in 
order to be closer to a French textile 
industry, with which she is familiar 
having grown up there.
 

Jeanne Goutelle is a textile artist and explorer of materials and colours. 
She draws on her artistic and technical expertise to create a fresh vision 
of upcycling.

Her work stands at the intersection between art, craftsmanship and 
design and has an architectural dimension. She won the Fondation 
Banque Populaire prize in 2020 and the Jury Prize for the project 
RE-WEAVE, Techtera in 2019. Her work has been exhibited at the 
Manufacture textile museum in Roubaix, the Biennale Émergences in 
Pantin and the Biennale Internationale Design Saint-Étienne.

In 2017, Jeanne Goutelle created Jeanne Goutelle Atelier, a textile studio 
in Saint-Étienne.

Photo © Céline Dominiak

Philippe Nigro, Olivier Gagnère

In the Europa building, the reception areas and presidency 
rooms have been fitted with pieces of furniture with the 
invaluable help of the Mobilier national.

In perfect synergy with the institution, the Ateliers Adeline 
Rispal and Si | Studio irresistible selected namely pieces 
from Philippe Nigro (Hémicycle for Ligne Roset) and from 
Olivier Gagnère (Star) for L’Étoffe de l’Europe™. This selection 
undeniably showcases the vitality of French creation, of which 
the Mobilier national is a major component, in its mission to 
promote French art and design.

With a long avant-garde history, the Mobilier national has 
always been at the heart of contemporary creation. The 
Hémicycle line, designed by the renowned designer Philippe 
Nigro and prototyped by the Mobilier national’s studio for 
research and creation, is emblematic for two reasons. Firstly, 
because it embodies the Mobilier national’s desire to be 
present, of course, in emblematic sites of the Republic but 
also wherever its outstanding productions are called on to 
shine. Secondly, it is emblematic because it is marked by an 
exceptional partnership with the Maison Ligne Roset, which has 
been ingrained in French heritage for more than 160 years and 
is a symbol of typical French elegance.

Together with the Mobilier national, a 
selection of pieces of furniture embodying 

typical chic French style.
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The Mobilier national promoting the excellence of French 
design.

We know the role of the Mobilier national, successor to the Garde-
Meuble de la Couronne organised by Louis XIV and Colbert, which 
furnishes the emblematic sites of the Republic, including embassies and 
ministries.
While the purpose of this institution, attached to the Ministry of Culture, 
is to conserve and restore its unrivalled collection of furniture and 
textiles accumulated since the 17th century, it is also tasked with the 
promotion of creation and contemporary design.

A step back in time. When the notion of “design” became popular in 
France in the 1960s, the Mobilier national decided 
to support its development and drive forward furniture creation by 
setting up a research and creation studio, the Atelier de Recherche et de 
Création (ARC).
Created in 1964 under the impetus of André Malraux, this “laboratory” 
has ceaselessly created outstanding prototypes, at the behest of the 
State, in close collaboration with the top French artists and designers, 
including well-known and highly acknowledged names such as Alain 
Richard, Olivier Mourgue, Pierre Paulin, Roger Tallon, César, Isabelle 
Hebey, Marc Held, Philippe Starck, Sylvain Dubuisson, Olivier Gagnère, 
Andrée Putman and many others. The ARC demonstrated its ability to 
adapt to the newest ideas without departing from its careful attention to 
perfection.
Backed by a team that is highly qualified in wood and metal work, the 
ARC has never hesitated to venture into original and even experimental 
projects.
Memorable examples of this are Olivier Mourgue’s seats for the reception 
area of the French pavilion at the 1967 International and Universal 
Exposition in Montreal, or the famous furnishing of the Elysée’s private 
apartments in the 1970s by Pierre Paulin, requested by President 
Pompidou.
After 50 years in operation, the ARC’s collection amounts to a total 600 
pieces of furniture, which is indicative of the incomparable work of this 
one-of-a-kind public establishment. Above all, the ARC is an unparalleled 
showcase of French design.

A springboard for young creators
Firmly forward-looking, the Mobilier national, through the will of its 
president Hervé Lemoine, seeks to promote the creations of the ARC, 
highlighting its original mission to be both a pool for young designers 
and an interface between rising or established talents and design 
professionals. Tête-à-tête and armchair from the Hémicycle line by Philippe Nigro - Ligne Roset

Today, the Atelier de Recherche et Création is dedicated to creation, 
and listening to designers and editors when discussing technique and 
aesthetics with them.
In fact, the ARC has become a springboard for the younger generation of 
creators who thanks to it, find the means to develop their research and 
their finest ideas, alongside highly gifted artisans.
These prototypes can then go on to be marketed by the editors who 
will produce and circulate them, benefiting from the “Mobilier national” 
reference label, which is synonymous with high quality.
Design entails a state of constant searching, which results in a beautiful 
dynamic between craftsmanship and industry. The designer is the link 
between these two worlds, sparking a dialogue between them.

The Hémicycle Line: 3 tête-à-têtes and 19 armchairs 
by Philippe Nigro & Ligne Roset

French creator Philippe Nigro is amongst the most prominent designers. 
A Nice native, he trained at the Boulle school before assisting Milanese 
architect Michele De Lucchi for 12 years. From this former travel 
companion of the Memphis Group, he learned to see design as an open 
cultural discipline. This formative experience only reinforced his taste for 
experimentation. Passionate about playing with interlacing and colour, 
Philippe Nigro gradually developed his signature style characterised by 
subtle and thought-out shapes.
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Having received a request from the Mobilier national in 2016, Philippe 
Nigro dared to go against the grain in the sense that his proposal differed 
from the pieces the Mobilier national usually requests to furnish the 
ministers’ offices.

The designer steered his research towards more functional objects: 
shelving and reception seating, while exploring the idea of the envelope 
or “skin” of the piece of furniture through a design perspective. Working 
for the Mobilier national led him to take inspiration from the famous 
hidden compartment furniture that is a true jewel of cabinetwork.
Similarly he drew on the archives of French seating to revive a “forgotten” 
model: the tête-à-tête. S-shaped with two seats facing opposite 
directions, it is emblematic of the Second Empire and allowed two 
people to have a conversation without having to turn their heads.
The strength of the ARC lies in the diverse expertise of its dozen or so 
passionate master artisans, who take the time to see through the most 
innovative of ideas. These technical experts with their precise handiwork 
managed to create a stunning wooden articulated carapace for the 
exterior of the storage unit and dresser designed by Philippe Nigro. They 
also redesigned the structure of the famous tête-à-tête using metal.

While this complex and unique carapace is one-of-a-kind, the prototypes 
for a range of seats, given the name “Hémicycle”, was created and 
developed with the ultimate aim of becoming an edition. The range 
comprises four seats: an armchair, a two-person sofa, a tête-à-tête and a 
vis-à-vis. The name chosen - Hémicycle - immediately evokes the elegant 
semi-circle shape adopted by Philippe Nigro, creating a visual and a 
sensation of enveloping comfort that is highly inviting.
The shapes are soft and natural. What these seats share is a highly 
compact design, finding their place in reception halls as easily as they 
would within the confines of smaller spaces.

An exceptional partnership with Ligne Roset
The Maison Ligne Roset, with whom Philippe Nigro has maintained a loyal 
partnership since the success of their asymmetrical sofa “Confluences” 
(2008), was an obvious choice.

Michel Roset warmly welcomed the idea of working side by side with 
the Mobilier national. While the Hémicycle line comes from the Mobilier 
national’s Atelier de Recherche et de Création, it is entirely consistent 
with the demands of Ligne Roset.

The STAR line : A set made up of 6 round tables, 3 gueridons and 4 
mini gueridons

Olivier Gagnère & COEDITION

The STAR collection from French creator Olivier Gagnère is an elegant 
line of coffee tables and console tables which was unveiled in 2019. In 
the spirit of the decorative arts, it combines gold or bronze lacquered 
metal bases with white Carrara or black Marquina marble tabletops.

Olivier Gagnère is a French artist and designer who was born in 1952. 
In the 80s, he made the acquaintance of designer Ettore Sottsass and 
collaborated with the Memphis Group in Milan.

He then worked with the glassmakers of Murano and master artisans 
from across the world to carry out his first creations, namely glass and 
porcelain objects. He collaborated with leading French brands and with 
galleries such as Marc Lamouric, Néotu, Kréo and Maeght where his works 
are displayed.

Since 1992, Olivier Gagnère has designed, amongst others, a porcelain 
collection for the great house of Bernardaud, for whose tea room on Rue 
Royale in Paris he went on to provide the interior design. Then in 1994, he 
decorated the Café Marly at the Louvre Museum, for which he created all 
of the furnishings and lighting fixtures.
He then went on to succeed at Cristalleries Saint Louis, Artelano, 
Véronèse and others.

Table and gueridon from the STAR line by Olivier Gagnère - Coédition
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From renovation to interior design, a ceramic artist, cabinet maker, 
interior architect, decorator and designer, Olivier Gagnère is a versatile 
artist with an eclectic portfolio that draws inspiration from the 
decorative arts mixing tradition and modernism. COEDITION is a French 
specialist in high-end contemporary furniture that was established in 
2014.

Thanks to the diversity of expression of its international partner 
designers, COEDITION is a ground-breaking brand that pays careful 
attention to and strives towards sustainability. The creators share the 
ethical values and standards of excellence of the Italian artisans. They 
responsibly source their raw materials, which are selected with the 
utmost care. Manufacturing takes place exclusively in Italy at the hands 
of the best artisans in the business who aim for excellent quality and 
protecting the environment.

Thirteen skilled designers currently create exclusive collections for 
COEDITION: Patricia Urquiola, Patrick Jouin, Luca Nichetto,
Rodolfo Dordoni, Shin Azumi, Michael Anastassiades, Olivier Gagnère, 
Dominique Perrault and Gaelle Lauriot Prévost, Marco Zanuso Jr., Arnaud 
and Aki Cooren, and last but not least Alain Moatti. Three talented 
new designers joined COEDITION’s ranks in 2020 with their original 
collections: German creator Sebastian Herkner and Norwegian duo 
Anderssen & Voll. COEDITION’s catalogue boasts furniture for the 
entire home, public spaces, reception areas, restaurants and hotels. 
The result of extensive research, meticulous, patient fine-tuning and 
technical innovation, these collections are the culmination of triangular 
cooperation between the designer, the manufacturer and COEDITION. 
This diversity of creation and expression of the designers is what lends 
the collections of COEDITION their true richness.

In addition, other complementary furniture pieces are:

The GRAVENE line: 12 MAXIMUM chairs
Furniture made with the surpluses of industrial production.

Maximum’s ambition is to offer high quality furniture that is made in 
France and entirely “recycled”, all at an affordable price.
The industrial surplus is derived from a complete manufacturing process. 
Beyond the specific approach to recycling that only takes into account 
the material, we also consider its form and all its qualities acquired 
through the different steps of its production. At this point, the object is 
a semi-product with no future. Reusing it means making the most of the 
technical equipment used for its transformation, including machines, 

human time and know-how, which are the real value of production losses. 
Maximum exploits this value in order to pull off a real economical feat, 
offering products that are exclusively made in France, hand-finished, 
lifetime-guaranteed and affordable.

Grâvene is the first collection of chairs that are both recycled and 
customisable. Grâvene invented the customisable waste product, with 
its 3456 possible combinations; covers, legs and colours (made from 
constantly changing colour bases and in every combination) - and each 
Grâvene is unique.

The STAN line:  44 VICCARBE white Stan tables (two 37 cm high 
and two 110 cm high)

Viccarbe aims to create Mediterranean experiences in unique 
collaborative spaces through the creation of multi-faceted pieces that 
are inviting and timeless. The Viccarbe collection shows the value 
and the references for a contemporary lifestyle, with a wide range of 
products that add comfort to our lives. It is characterised by beautiful 
simplicity, innovative elegance and worldwide recognition. This 
collection, which naturally fits in to different environments, is ideal for 
those who live in the present and look towards future.

Stan coffee table  - ViccarbeGravène armchair - Maximum
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OLIVIER GAGNÈRE

Biography

Olivier Gagnère is a French artist and designer who was born in 1952. 
In the 80s, he made the acquaintance of designer Ettore Sottsass and 
collaborated with the Memphis Group in Milan.

He then worked with the glassmakers of Murano and master artisans 
from across the world to carry out his first creations, namely glass and 
porcelain objects. He collaborated with leading French brands and with 
galleries such as Marc Lamouric, Néotu, Kréo and Maeght where his 
works are displayed.

Since 1992, Olivier Gagnère has designed, amongst others, a porcelain 
collection for the great house of Bernardaud, and later provided the 
interior design of its tea room on Rue Royale in Paris. Then in 1994, he 
decorated the Café Marly at the Louvre Museum, for which he created 
all of the furnishings and lighting fixtures.
He went on to achieve success after success at Cristalleries Saint Louis, 
Artelano, Véronèse and others.

From renovation to interior design, a ceramic artist, cabinet maker, 
interior architect, decorator and designer, Olivier Gagnère is a versatile 
artist with an eclectic portfolio that draws inspiration from the 
decorative arts mixing tradition and modernism.

PHILIPPE NIGRO

Biography

Philippe Nigro is a French designer who was born in Nice.
He studied applied arts and product design (L. De Vinci, Antibes - La 
Martinière, Lyon - Boulle, Paris)

An independent designer since 1999, he began his career working 
alongside Michele De Lucchi, with whom he participated in numerous 
projects on production; furniture, lighting, interior design, event 
management and scenography.

Philippe Nigro’s work is characterised by the connection between 
experimental research and pragmatic analysis of the expertise of the 
manufacturers with whom he works. Throughout the years, these 
experiences were enriched by the mix of French-Italian cultures and 
experience with projects that were always very diverse. This allowed 
him to evolve between projects of varying types and scales and to work 
with large and prestigious enterprises and various organisations, thus 
generating a diversity of responses to the various aspects of design.

He collaborated with Ligne Roset, Cinna, De Castelli, Piba Marmi, 
Skitsch, Serralunga, Artuce, Caimi Brevetti, Venini, Foscarini, DePadova, 
Baccarat, Moleskine, Driade, Saint Luc, CELC, le Mobilier national, Rado 
and Hermès. His projects Twin-Chairs, T.U, Confluence, are part of the 
collections of the Centre Pompidou and the Museum of Decorative Arts.
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Young French artistic creation invited 
to L’Étoffe de l’EuropeTM

An exhibition curated by Lola Meotti

Featuring: Léa Belooussovitch, Jérôme Bonvalot, Vincent Chenut, Elise 
De Maio, Amat Gueye, Loup Lejeune, Élise Peroi, Lucien Roux, Estelle 
Saignes, Amélie Scotta

The exhibition Décors et Paysages, curated by Lola Meotti, is part of 
the overall project L’Étoffe de l’Europe™, participating in the weaving 
of a shared work, which promotes the identities of all those involved. 
It presents a scene depicting the creative energy of young European 
artists. Inspired by their travels and journeys and steeped in their current 
concerns, each one offers a unique vision of the world.

The 10 French artists selected for Décors et Paysages represent this 
diversity through the originality of their methods and their points of 
view. All graduates of Belgian colleges and living in Belgium, they explore 
universal subject matter such as the environment or urbanism and they 
make landscapes from our collective memory come alive.
All of these artists, thanks to their sophisticated and insightful works, 
take the viewer on a journey of introspection using various techniques 
and mediums, questioning our relationship with the world around us.

Décors et paysages

Six young creators will be represented in the part of the exhibition 
housed in the Justus Lipsius building of the Council of the European 
Union.

The work of Loup Lejeune questions relationships with climate and the 
environment through silkscreen printing of images of coral, printed using 
calcified bone dust.

Léa Belooussovitch reproduces photographs she gleans from the media 
by drawing them in colouring pencil on felt, thus blurring and muting the 
painful image.

Appearance and disappearance are also themes close to Vincent 
Chenut’s heart, who makes scratches on the surface of paper to create 
superimposed designs. By using both sides of his
medium, he allows the visitor to explore the concept of infra-thin.
Jérôme Bonvalot uses the energy of his entire body and an in situ 
view to present a deteriorated vision of the environment. He creates 
charcoal drawings in a performative way and with an awareness of the 
architecture where his works are shown.

Lucien Roux takes inspiration from photos of landscapes of the planet 
Mars, which he draws using an airbrush, thereby composing a panorama 
of eight drawings, transforming the viewer into an explorer travelling 
through imaginary territories. 

Lastly, Élise Peroi, a textile designer, presents a piece of cloth stretched 
across a structure, evoking the profession of weaving. Her work, entitled 
Forêt, is firstly a painting done on silk that is torn and then woven back 
together using linen yarn.

Young artists
at the heart of Justus Lipsius
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Four other talented young artists will present their work in the part 
of the exhibition housed in the European Parliament in Brussels at the 
Espace Léopold.

The part of the exhibition displayed in the European Parliament explores 
the ties between past and present. Inspired by the abstract painting 
Blanc de Szénès, the first acquisition of the Parliament’s collection, 
the curate takes the viewer on a journey through the years and across 
territories.
The two travelling painters Aubanel and Texier (permanent collection), 
fashion their paintings like maps, the layers of which are waiting to be 
explored. Between the lines of this painted surface we can see evolving 
images of human silhouettes and masked figures bearing symbols in an 
abstract surrounding. Canvases dating back to the 90s to be decoded 
just as an archaeologist analyses the past.

The paintings of Amat Gueye (2021) are done on photographic paper 
using felt ink. The work’s surface is then treated with products typically 
used in the restoration of ancient art. Solvent, varnish and adhesive 
come together to create depth and transparent layers based on popular 
culture motifs inspired by video game and cartoon aesthetics.

Textile designer Estelle Saignes presents vast tapestries created using 
images taken from Google Maps of an artificial lake in the United States.
This work again explores maps and our relationship with fictional 
territory.

Amélie Scotta’s large works depicting austere architecture illustrate a 
reflection on contemporary urbanism. She achieves this through fine, 
hyper-realistic drawing or through a carbon transfer technique giving the 
lines a blue radiance.

Last but not least, the final two artists selected are book designers. 
Books are works of art both in terms of their content and as containers. 
Claudine Heili (permanent collection), who compiles the memories
of Europe’s greatest poets, and Élise de Maio, with her impossible 
encyclopaedias, showcase books that question the permanence and the 
evolution of the printed work.

The European Parliament will 
host the rest of the exhibition LOLA MEOTTI

Curator

Lola Meotti was born in 1986, and 
obtained an Art degree in 2007 from 
the ISBA Fine Arts school in Besançon, 
France.
She went on to obtain a Master’s in 
Photography (2009) and a Master’s in 
Sculpture (2011), from the visual arts 
school ENSAV La Cambre in Brussels.

As a visual and performance artist, 
her field of research gravitates around 
the notion of the transversality of 
practices.

She works as a curator and exhibitions producer which includes 
supporting and promoting young artists and also teaches in an art 
school.

Since 2014, she has been the executive curator for exhibitions at ENSAV 
La Cambre and has collaborated with numerous institutions, including 
BPS22 in Charleroi; Biennale de Lubumbashi, DR Congo; Hong Kong Art 
Center; La Friche in Marseille and Kanal Centre Pompidou in Brussels.

Four years ago, Lola Meotti founded the itinerant artist organisation 
platform La Réserve in Brussels, and became a member of the artist 
selection committee of the SAFFCA Foundation in 2021.
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LÉA BELOOUSSOVITCH 

Léa Belooussovitch was born in Paris 
in 1989, and now lives and works in 
Brussels. After having obtained her 
Master’s in drawing at La Cambre 
in 2014, she participated in artist 
residencies in Brussels and then 
Bandjoun Station, an art centre by 
Barthélémy Toguo in Cameroon. 

She won numerous prizes: the 
Moonens Prize, a nomination for the 
Révélations Emerige scholarship, 
the COCOF Médiatine Prize and 
the Parliament of the Federation of 
Wallonia-Brussels Prize. In France, she 

works with the Paris-B gallery. Her work is shown in many private and 
public collections, including the Belfius collection, Thalie Foundation, 
Musée d’art moderne et contemporain de Saint-Etienne, Musée d’Ixelles, 
Parliament of the FWB and Frac Auvergne.

Approach
Léa Belooussovitch works on the relationships to images that the 
onlooker is free to establish, or not, as their personal experience but 
which is written into the collective narrative. Her drawings created in 
colour pencil on wool felt, based on extracts chosen from violent press 
photos, evoke the presence or absence of humans, hidden behind a 
veil of softness. The vulnerability of the scenes shown in the original 
photographs are absorbed by the felt, which acts as a visual sedative 
and insulating protection. Through her series and different mediums, she 
reinterprets and breathes a new identity into the photographs or video 
extracts to allow the remaining humanity to emerge.

At the Council of the European Union

JÉRÔME BONVALOT  

Jérôme Bonvalot was born in Essonne, 
France in 1991. In 2013, he moved to 
Brussels to further his artistic studies 
at the ENSAV La Cambre.

He obtained a degree in 2018 and 
has since developed a performative 
drawing technique using charcoal 
whereby his subjects narrate the 
causes and consequences of the 
Anthropocene.

He lives and works in both Marseille 
and Brussels.

Approach
With the rise in video gaming and other 3D virtual reality experiences, 
the role played by electronic and immaterial creations is increasingly 
significant. To represent the feeling that arises within this environment, 
Jérôme Bonvalot chooses the immemorial and technically simple medium 
of charcoal.

What piques his interest is energy. Every stroke reconstitutes the gesture 
that made it. His landscapes show no precise place, real or virtual, 
but a way of having a certain type of spatial experience that is often 
associated with violence. His work is performative drawing.
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LÉA BELOOUSSOVITCH
Series: “Processions”, “Podgorica, 
Monténégro, 1 November 2020”, 
Colour pencil drawing on felt , 50 x 
60cm,  2021
© Léa Belooussovitch

JÉRÔME BONVALOT
Landscape, Drawing 

(Paper / Charcoal / 
Wood), 487x397 cm, 

2021
© Jérôme Bonvalot

ÉLISE PEROI

Born in Nantes in 1990, Élise Peroi lives 
and works in Brussels. She obtained 
a Master’s in textile design from the 
Académie Royale des Beaux-Arts in 
Brussels in 2015.

In 2016, with the support of the Halles 
de Schaerbeek, she began to create 
performances inspired by weaving.

Since 2015 she has participated in 
several collective exhibitions and 
residencies and collaborates with 
choreographers and playwrights. In
2020, her first solo exhibition showed 

at the Maria Lund gallery in Paris, followed by exhibitions in 2021 at the 
Botanique in Brussels and the Centre Culturel de La Tour in Plomb.

Approach 
Élise Peroi takes a serious approach to weaving, spawning landscapes 
through the interwoven silk strands. She ceaselessly breaks through 
boundaries and explores all the potential of the textile medium. Her 
installation Forêt is made up of four pieces where spaces are filled in or 
left empty through unwoven spaces, and evoke the foliage and vibrant 
luminosity of a forest.

Technically, each piece is made from a forest painting on silk cloth that is 
then cut into fine strips before being rewoven against a linen warp thereby 
lending vibrancy to the painting.
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LOUP LEJEUNE

Loup Lejeune grew up in Paris where 
he studied music and design, and 
later moved to Brussels where he 
obtained a Master’s in printmaking at 
the ENSAV La Cambre.
He lives and works in Brussels.

Approach
Loup Lejeune’s art interrogates 
the balance of power playing out 
between nature and culture. Crude 
oil, horseshoe crab blood, fossilised 
bone, archaic ferns and lava stones 
are some of the materials that he 
considers to have a strong temporal 
force.

The collection of raw material and images, involvement in the field and 
then a productive session in the studio are key in the creation of his 
work. The prints successively take shape as moulds, photographs, videos 
and silkscreen prints. The mineral and organic masses are then reduced 
to pigments to create the meaningful inks used in his prints.

The mechanical process of screen printing meets the vitality of nature-
based particles. Here, formal technique is challenged by morphogenesis 
which lends irregularity and singularity to the serial production.

ÉLISE PEROI
Forêt II, Woven painting, 
235x141x25 cm
© Elise Peroi

LOUP LEJEUNE
Plasma I and II (diptych), Screen 

print on paper,
105x80x2cm

© Loup Lejeune
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LUCIEN ROUX

Born in Paris in 1990, Lucien Roux 
lives and works in Brussels.

He studied at the École Nationale 
Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Lyon, 
in France, and then obtained a 
degree from the Académie Royale 
des Beaux-Arts in Brussels in 2015.

He won several prizes (the Émile 
Sacré, the Horlait- Dapsens, and 
the Paréidolie at the 68th edition 
of Jeune Création in Paris) and had 
solo exhibitions shown at the Houg 
gallery in Paris, and then in Brussels 

at the La Chambre gallery and La Réserve. An artist-in-residency of the 
private foundation Carrefour des Arts in Brussels in 2017, and then the 
Baie Saint-Paul contemporary art museum in Canada in 2018, he now 
works with SB34-The Pool, an artist-run space in Brussels.

Approach
With his choice to draw with an airbrush, Lucien Roux melts his subjects 
into the same ethereal matter which undoes any relation to scale. His 
research is based on the study of different photographic sources; from 
Martian soil to vast American plains, the final result is a single territory 
held within one drawing.

His pictorial approach elicits inaccuracies which fuel fantasies of 
extraterrestrial-life. But beyond science fiction and the fascination that 
infinite outer space wields in our collective unconscious, Lucien Roux 
highlights the current geopolitical reach of the Martian land which 
still arouses rivalry and feeds both projects for tourism and for space 
colonisation by wealthy entrepreneurs. Although they are ethereal and 
contemplative, the works of Lucien Roux underscore the capacity that 
these images have to reignite a certain ideology of conquest, given that 
human technology is constantly imposed upon nature.

VINCENT CHENUT

Vincent Chenut was born in 1985 
and studied drawing at the ENSAV La 
Cambre, Belgium.

After his studies he exhibited his work 
at the Printemps de Septembre in 
Toulouse, and won several prizes (the 
Marie-Louise Rousseau prize in 2012, 
the Collectors’ Prize at the Slick Art 
Fair in 2013, FID Prize in 2015, etc.). 
He was also selected for residencies 
atthe Fondation du Carrefour des 
Arts in 2011, the TAMAT in Tournai in 
2013, and the ISELP in 2014, among 
others. He lives and works in Brussels.

 
Approach
Vincent Chenut works with paper in all its volume. He considers both 
sides of the material but also the infra-thin layers that make it up. His 
drawings sometimes occupy both sides of the material and disappear in 
the ragged thickness of tears.

He works within the secrecy of the paper fibres, revealing its potential 
as an artistic medium and not merely a supporting surface. In fragile 
strips, the sheet of paper proffers a transparency that allows the artist to 
perform painter-like actions, playing with the layers and colour overlay in 
a similar way to paper glazing.

A colour applied to one side of a paper can become the base on which 
a strip of a different colour is placed. The artist does not “break” the 
“skin of things” as Maurice Merleau- Ponty wrote, quoting Henri Michaux, 
but he scratches, rubs, cuts, tears and lifts it. He renders it transparent 
enough to see through and thus attain, perhaps, the other side of things.
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LUCIEN ROUX  
Frontierland, 
detail of the 
overall work, Ink 
on paper, 
© Fiona Crott 

VINCENT CHENUT
Overview, Acrylic on paper, 

200x150 cm, 2016
© Vincent Chenut 

AMAT GUEYE

Amat Gueye, born in Paris in 1995, is 
an artist of French and Senegalese 
origin who recently graduated from 
the ENSAV La Cambre, Belgium.

He participated in several collective 
exhibitions in galleries and artist-
led spaces in Brussels, notably the 
The Nomadic Art Gallery, Fonteyne, 
Rochet Sedin Gallery, Espace 
Adventura, Hermany and mòsso in 
Brussels.
 

Approach
Alternating between traditional and non-conventional methods of 
painting, Amat Gueye uses a technique whereby he applies different 
types of ink on glazed paper, creating depths and optical illusions.

Through his intense dynamism and colour palette, he creates works with 
visual markers that are symptomatic of a time where the stream of digital 
images is constant, widespread and rapid.

His artistic spirit incarnates a sense of 1990s nostalgia and escapism, 
filled with references to cartoons, video games, myths, fantasy and even 
techno. A mix of invisible blends and abstract objects fill his wood-
backed paintings, conceptually exploring the dichotomy between the 
real and the digital, the natural and the artificial.

At the European Parliament
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ÉLISE DE MAIO

Élise De Maio is a French artist, 
bookbinder and designer of books 
and paper, who lives and works in 
Brussels.

She initially studied space design, and 
later obtained her Master’s degree 
from the Book and Paper Design 
Studio at the ENSAV La Cambre, 
Brussels.

Approach
Her work is based around her 

fascination for architectonic space as well as the physical potential of the 
book as an object, one that can be physically handled and explored.

Her creations, half book and half sculpture, call into question the main 
functionality of an everyday object in the context of obsolescence. In 
this way, the book becomes a sensual space of aborted function that 
challenges the ancestral binding method as well as its materiality.

The “impossible books” are born from a desire to reappropriate the form 
of books. The encyclopaedic genre represents a turning point in the 
editorial profession: now available in digital format, these volumes are 
today relegated to a status of forgotten objects. `

The relationship between the container and the contained as well as the 
challenges underpinned by these works spark reflection on the fragile 
nature of their status.

AMAT GUEYE
Bombardement aérien, , Inks, 
watercolour and white glue on 
glossy paper. Mounted on wood. 
214 cm x 152 cm, 2021
© Amat Gueye

ÉLISE DE MAIO
Livre impossible #2, 

Paper, cardboard, 
satin ribbon, 20 x 

30 cm 
© Elise de Maio
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ESTELLE SAIGNES

Estelle Saignes is a French-American 
textile artist and designer from the 
ENSAV La Cambre in Brussels with a 
Master’s in Textile Design.

Recently in residency at the Moonens 
Foundation in Brussels, she has 
participated in various collective 
exhibitions since 2020.

Approach
Searching for coherence between 
the physical landscape and the way 
in which contact is established with 

it through memories or architecture, Estelle Saignes revisits an American 
artificial lake under different angles.

The lake, with which she was intimately familiar, and which can no longer 
be accessed without the use of Google Maps or inherited photographic 
archives, is represented in two series of tapestries which explore the 
constrained nature of the lake itself, the relationship of distancing and 
imitation established by the locals and the environmental fixation 
created by this almost-living landscape entity. The first series, The 
House on the Lake (2020), explores various atmospheric moments by 
the lakeside - spring, summer, night and skies - and each piece carries an 
extract of poetry.

The second series, Lakeside Pools (2021), is the result of satellite spywork 
showing that some inhabitants had built lakeside pools, little chlorinated 
miniatures from which they could contemplate the equally 

AMÉLIE SCOTTA

Born in Nantes, Amélie Scotta is a 
visual artist based in Brussels.

After graduating from the HEAR 
in Strasbourg and obtaining a 
Master’s degree in drawing from the 
La Cambre art school in 2016, she 
pursued her artistic research through 
different artist residencies at the 
Moonens Foundation, la Casa de 
Velázquez, the Cité Internationale des 
Arts and the Boghossian Foundation, 
among others.

The artist won the Cocof Prize and the Carré sur Seine Prize in 2020, and 
the International Art Prize of the City of Tournai in 2021. Her work is 
regularly exhibited in Belgium and abroad.

Approach
The architectural creations of Amélie Scotta directly explore the 
question of housing and the resulting urbanism. Her drawings confront 
the monumentality of buildings and the details of their construction as a 
reminder of the human masses in cities that weigh on each inhabitant.

Working in a slow and obsessional way, she is drawn to drawing for its 
material simplicity and its infinite wealth. She uses lines and geometry 
as both structures and instruments in her works, as well as to evoke 
concepts of movement, travelling and repetition. Her most recent work 
on construction embarks her on an increasingly significant dialogue with 
sculpture.
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 ESTELLE SAIGNES
Tuning fork pool, tapestry-style 
jacquard weaving produced 
around Aubusson, warp in 
cotton and polyester, weft in 
wool and lure, 2x2m, 2021
© Estelle Saignes

  AMÉLIE SCOTTA 
Ladrillos, Pastel on a roll of 

Japanese paper,
 500 x 100 cm, 2018

 © Isabelle Scotta 

The creators of L’Étoffe de l’Europe™

Project supervision:

Secretariat-General of the French Presidency of the European Union
Xavier Lapeyre de Cabanes, Secretary-General
Guilhem Blondy, Deputy Secretary-General
Paule Ignatio, Chief of Staff
Yohann Le Tallec, Special Assistant for Cultural Affairs
Barbara Frugier, Head of Communication, and her team
Alexandre Aidara, Head of Management, and his team

Prime Minister’s Office – Administrative and Financial Services 
Directorate
Guillaume Digan, PFUE Procurement Officer

Permanent Representation of France to the European Union
Olivier Pelissier, PFUE Coordinator (Protocol and Organisation)

Institut Français
Eva Nguyen Binh, President
Giusi Tinella, Project Manager for Visual arts, Fashion, Design and 
Performing Arts
Jean-Francois Guéganno, Communication and Sponsorship Director
Anais Fontanel, Head of the Europe Unit

For the Council of the European Union
Pilar Roza-Manzano, Head of Reception Office
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Project implementation:

Ateliers Adeline Rispal, Architects and Scenographers, authorised 
representative
eline Rispal, Architect, Scenographer, Artistic Director. 
Marc Hivernat, Cultural Engineer
Claire Alban Roscian, Scenographer, Project Manager
Estelle Basalo, Architect and Scenographer
Margaux Geib-Lapinte, Architect and Scenographer
Isabelle Briand, Assistant Interior Architect
Camille Komorowski, Assistant Interior Architect 
Eliott Petit, Assistant Architect
Raphaël Lemoine, Parica, Descriptor and Engineer

Si | Studio irresistible, Design and Graphic Creation
Jérome Liniger, Associate Director, Designer
Nicolas Jacquette, Associate Director, Designer

Les éclaireurs, , Lighting Design
Lucas Goy, President - Lighting Design Director
Alizée Billois, Project Manager

Artistes et designers, commandes artistiques et mobilier  
“Aour Europe”:
Jacques Perconte, artist and experimental film director 
Alain Dupuy / Innovision, technical consultant on multimedia equipment
“Intersection(s)”:
Jeanne Goutelle Atelier, textile designer
“Décors et Paysages”, an exhibition from young artists from the French 
scene: Léa Belooussovitch – Jérôme Bonvalot - Vincent Chenut - Élise 
De Maio - Amat Gueye - Loup Lejeune - Élise Peroi - Lucien Roux - Estelle 
Saignes - Amélie Scotta
Furniture pieces:
Philippe Nigro, Ligne Hémicycle/Ligne Roset, in partnership with Mobilier 
national
Olivier Gagnère, Ligne Star/COEDITION, on loan from Mobilier national
Maximum, Ligne Gravène
Viccarbe, Ligne Stan

Consultancy 
SOCOTEC BELGIUM, Bogumil Melan - Inspection Office
Lola Meotti, Curator of the “Décors et Paysages” exhibition

Specialised implementation companies selected for their expertise
Delta Production, Scenography, multimedia equipment
Alex Cobas, ironwork on screens

Different channels will be used to reach as many people 
as possible on the “Fabric of Europe” project, which will 
be situated only in the two Council buildings in Brussels:

• Website of the French Presidency: 
https://www.europe2022.fr

• Social media: @europe2022fr on Twitter, Facebook, 
Instagram, LinkedIn, Youtube, Flickr

Many videos showcasing all aspects of the project 
(available on social media)

More than 3,000 people working in the Permanent 
Representations of Member States, and thousands 
more who walk through the Council buildings (General 
Secretariat, European Commission and Parliament staff, 
interpreters, journalists, etc.).

Graphic design of the press kit: arianekensa.com

https://www.europe2022.fr
https://twitter.com/europe2022fr
https://www.facebook.com/Europe2022FR/
https://www.instagram.com/europe2022fr/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/europe2022fr/
http://youtube.com/c/francediplomatie
https://flickr.com/photos/francediplomatie/albums
http://www.arianekensa.com
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